
*Just remember these five (5) words when listening to ‘OUR’ news:  “Real Estate Acquisition; Resource; VALVE!” 
…upon considering the FACT: “Was I there to witness every (alleged) detail? …let alone, “What have ‘THEY’ done to ‘adjust’ it to be ‘Politically Correct?’” 
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Actual Footprints of BOTH Dinosaurs and Humans TOGETHER! 

“The Paluxy River in Glen Rose Texas runs through the middle of Dinosaur Valley State Park, famous for 

its dinosaur tracks.  Not as well-known is the FACT that human tracks have also been found, not only in 

the same formation, but on the same bedding plane and in some cases overlapping the dinosaur tracks.”   

For more EVIDENCE Dinosaurs have ALWAYS lived with man:  http://tinyurl.com/dinosaurswithman  

…then add ‘01,’ ’02,’ etc., to this URL …for more videos and articles ‘THE SCIENCE COMMUNITY’ is trying 

to ‘PROTECT’ our children to grow-up to BELIEVE, and upon such RELIGIOUS ‘conditioning,’ FEEL its ok to 

eliminate ‘THE’ lesser beings who are closer to the apes just as Hitler did in the 1920’s and 1930’s to 

‘create’ of one of the most ruthless armies in human history!  And where did the first NEW ‘Income Tax’ 

monies go?  Where are ‘OUR’ military bases now?  How many Veterans COMMIT SUICIDE every DAY!?! 

         
*FACT:  This ‘human’ WAS at least as ‘TALL’ as Noah WAS at 12 feet!    …with Size ‘23 footprints! 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

“SCIENCE’s” explanation for such an ‘anomaly’: 

“Some people mistakenly BELIEVE that human footprints 

are intermixed with the dinosaur tracks.  Some of these 

‘human’ prints are DELIBERATE FAKES (LOL!) while others 

are smudged dinosaur tracks that VAGUELY (?) resemble 

human tracks.”  [‘Who’ faked what? …HOW?  …or WHY!?!] 

May I ask, “What’s ‘THEIR’ AGENDA behind such blatant 

presentment of purposeful FALSE ‘Instructional Material’?”   

I just want to know, “WHY LIE ABOUT ‘THE LIE’!?!” 

Is it perhaps, “A ‘PROGESSIVE STEP’ to the 
New World Order!?!”  …or do we NOT see how ‘Amateur Propaganda’ [‘AP’ network] prevents the 

TRUTH in HOPES our children are ‘conditioned’ to become instruments of our government to accomplish 

‘THEIR’ agenda in the process of securing ALL (resources) of this incredibly ‘CREATED’ planet we share!?!” 
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